Three-dimensional reconstruction of the connector of bacteriophage phi 29 at 1.8 nm resolution.
The three-dimensional reconstruction of the connector of bacteriophage phi 29 has been obtained from tilt series of negatively stained tetragonal ordered aggregates under low-dose conditions and up to a resolution of (1/1.8) nm-1. These connectors are built up as dodecamers of only one structural polypeptide (p10). Two connectors form the crystal unit cell, each one facing in the opposite direction with respect to the plane of the crystal and partially overlapping. The main features of the two connectors that build the unit cell were essentially the same, although they were negatively stained in slightly different ways, probably due to their situations with respect to the carbon-coated support grid. The main features of the phi 29 connector structure revealed by this three-dimensional reconstruction are: the existence of two clearly defined domains, one with a diameter of around 14 nm and the other narrower (diameter approximately equal to 7.5 nm); an inner hole running all along the structure (around 7 to 8 nm in height) with a cylindrical profile and an average diameter of 4 nm; a general 6-fold symmetry along the whole structure and a 12-fold one in the wider domain; a clockwise twist of the more contrasted regions of both domains from the narrower towards the wider domain (the direction of DNA encapsidation). These features are compatible with an active role for the connector in the process of DNA packaging.